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In the midst of rapture, revolution, and radicalization –
Chronicle of a Year

About the book
1923 proves to be a political and economic turning point for Germany:
reparation demands, Hitler's putsch, hyperinflation. Jutta Hoffritz tells us
of dizzingly high bread prices, escapist nights of titillating dance, the far-
reaching consequences of the Ruhr occupation, increasing levels of
poverty, and the introduction of the Rentenmark – the turbulence of a
year that even now, a hundred years later, seems terrifyingly current.
The lives of Käthe Kollwitz, Anita Berber, Hugo Stinnes, and Rudolf
Havenstein represent the events and trends of the time: the
entrepreneur Hugo Stinnes embodies the radicalizing right; Käthe
Kollwitz, who votes for the social democrats and draws posters for the
communists, stands for the divided left. Anita Berber, the scandal-ridden
nude dancer, represents, with her danse macabre, the intoxication and
excess, the mutation and downfall. Rudolf Havenstein, president of the
Reichsbank, represents the plummeting currency and hyperinflation.
About a whirlwind year that saw the dominance of hyperinflation, the
failure of Hitler's Beer Hall Putsch, and the introduction of the
Charleston. The year that marked the beginning of Germany's Golden
Twenties.

• For readers of Florian Illies, Tobias Hürter, Volker Weidermann and
Uwe Wittstock

Specifications
HarperCollins
336 pages
Hardcover
October 2022
World Rights available

JUTTA HOFFRITZ, born in 1966, studied economics in Würzburg, New York and Berlin. For
over twenty years, she has written for Die Zeit about the history of monetary politics. In
addtion, she has authored articles for Germany's public radio broadcaster Deutschlandfunk.
She's been thinking about inflation ever since her grandmother told her stories about what it
was like to live in the Ruhr valley in 1923. A piece she wrote for Deutschlandfunk to
commemorate the 150th birthday of Hugo Stinnes, whom the New York Times once called
the “Czar of New Germany,” gave her the idea to write this book. Jutta Hoffritz lives and
writes in Hamburg.
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Dance of Death – 1923 and Its Ripple Effects
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Entertaining, humorous, seductive – the wondrous world
of orchids

About the book
Orchids are among the most popular houseplants in the world. No other
flower is as erotic and beguiling. But what makes them so fascinating?
Where did they originate? What myths surround them? And why, for
centuries now, has illegal trade in them bloomed?

Noemi Harnickell takes us into the wondrous world of orchids: she visits
mass-production sites in Holland, talks with passionate collectors, is on
the heels of a supposed orchid thief, accompanies a sales producer, and
follows the orchid to its roots in ancient Greece. A marvelous journey of
discovery that leaves the reader wanting more.

• Everything you ever wanted to know about the queen of flowers

"Insanely fascinating to read." Deutschlandfunk Kultur 20.7.2022

"Noemi Harnickell's meticulously researched book reads like a whodunit,
telling the dramatic story of the human-orchid relationship." Die Presse
30.7.2022

Specifications
HarperCollins
256 pages
Hardcover
August 2022
World Rights available

© Lorenz Jost

NOEMI HARNICKELL, born 1992 in Bern, is a free-lance journalist and writes for Die
Zeit and the online magazine Republik. For her report “Would You Fire this Man?” she was
nominated for the German Reporter Prize in 2020. She studied history and Slavic studies in
Bern, Fribourg, and Cracow, and graduated from the reportage school in Reutlingen.
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Noemi Harnickell

Disturbing Allure – Beguiled by Orchids
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Radically sober – abstinence as feminist empowerment

About the book
German consumption of alcohol has been falling for years, but for one
group it's increasing: educated, well-to-do women over 30. Strange, isn't
it? Aren't those the women who, in spite of their fify-hour work weeks,
still find time for workouts, watch what they eat, and have made
mindfulness their new motto in life? Yes, it's precisely these women who,
first thing after a hard day of work, uncork a bottle of wine. More than a
few polish it off.

For years, Eva Biringer was one of them. She drank to relax, to reward
herself, to comfort herself, to function well enough to be able to meet
expectations, and to not feel a lot of things. More than once she woke up
in the morning with no memory of the night before. Using her own story
as a cautionary tale, she wants to raise awareness: about the reasons
that cause more and more women to reach much too often for the bottle;
and about a society that doesn't want to see what drives them to it.
Crystal-clear and scalpel-sharp, Eva Biringer dissects her own addictive
behavior – one that's latent in all of us.

• Why alcohol isn't a private problem, but rather a political one

"The impact of 'Not Dependent' comes when the autobiographical
narrative becomes painfully honest." Süddeutsche Zeitung 21.5.2022.

"[...] the unsparing candour with which Biringer tells her story is the great
strength of a book that shows without lecturing and shocks without
overwhelming." GALORE 27.5.2022

Specifications
HarperCollins
352 pages
Paperback
May 2022
World Rights available

© Florian Reimann

EVA BIRINGER, born in 1989 in Albstadt-Ebingen, studied art history and theater in Berlin
and Vienna. Her writing career started as a theater critic for nachtkritik.de and Die Welt. She
was an editor for Zeit Online, and subsequently launched her freelance career. Today, she
writes for Die Welt am Sonntag, Der Standard, Tagesspiegel, Zeit Online and Berliner
Zeitung about style and culture. She lives in Vienna and Berlin.
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Eva Biringer

Not Dependent - On Alcohol and Letting Go
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Only a housewife? How the greatest entrepreneur in
history was brought down …

About the book
“That little bit of housework”– this unspeakably arduous, thankless task
has chapped the hands and numbed the nerves of countless people,
especially housewives, for centuries. But what socio-economic factors
enabled such a model to establish itself – one that not only forces
women into financial dependence, but also exposes them to enormous
psychological stress? How has the couple's relationship changed with
this division of roles? What importance does a woman's housework have
as a career-booster for a man? And have technological advances in
housework really brought only advantages? Evke Rulffes sketches the
historical development of the housewife and shows how these old
relationships, in spite of all polical efforts to establish equality, still exist,
and how they form and influence us. Pointed, sound, and illuminating,
the author shows us the historical reasons for our gender gap, and helps
us to better assess housework and learn to re-evaulate it. Because “that
little bit of housework” doesn't do itself …

•A plea for more equality in and appreciation of housework

•How did the gender gap come to be? On the history of role assignation

"Evke Rulffes shows the lack of awareness for an indispensable job -
and provides amusing insights into the everyday tricks of the 18th
century." Süddeutsche Zeitung, 18.10.2021

"Precisely, Rulffes makes clear that powerful role models developed
from ideological motives, to the detriment of women." Der Spiegel,
30.10.2021

Specifications
HarperCollins
288 pages
Hardcover
October 2021
World Rights available
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Evke Rulffes

The Invention of the Housewife – The History of a
Devaluation
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©Jasper Kettner

Evke Rulffes is a cultural scientist. In 2018 she earned her Ph.D. from Humboldt University in
Berlin with her dissertation on “Die angewiesene Frau. Christian Friedrich Germershausens
‘Hausmutter’,” in which she examined household advice books of the Late Enlightenment.
She is an editorial board member of the journal ilinx – Berliner Beiträge zur
Kulturwissenschaft. She works as a curator and author and lives in Berlin.
www.evkerulffes.de
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Between dance and death – an epidemic polarizes
society

About the book
Vienna 1873: The city is celebrating the World's Fair as cholera
approaches from Galicia and Hungary. A mountain climber and a
butterfly collector want to protect the city from the epidemic by using the
purest of spring waters, taken from the Alps. They are confronted by
massive opposition – the measure is decried as unnecessary, the hare-
brained scheme of megalomaniacs. But then the first visitors die …
Alexander Bartl tells the suspenseful, astonishingly contemporary story
of how an epidemic polarized 19th century society. The argument over
hygiene that flares up in 1873 is similar to current events – even the
campaign slogans are the same. Nevertheless, the two visionaries
achieve a breakthough that expels cholera. Their project becomes a
global model for successfully fighting against epidemics. Heedless self-
indulgence vs. fear of death, societal skepticism and imperial vanity vs.
pioneering belief in progress – this book is the exciting history of what
two men from the worlds of politics and science achieved when they
joined forces.

•About belief in progress and skepticism of science – how pandemics
polarize society (in the past as well as now)

•A story about the groundbreaking discoveries from medicine and science
that influence our life even today

•Fear of death and pleasure-seeking, belief in progress and skepticism of
science, imperial vanity and bourgeois small-mindedness – Alexander
Bartl tells an exciting tale of a world in change

"Alexander Bartl tells highly readable and surprisingly topical stories
about the construction of the Vienna High Spring Water Pipeline." Klaus
Taschwer, Der Standard, 29.09.2021

"Indeed, Waltz in Times of Cholera is a nimble book to read about that
time as well as about people in a state of emergency and their longing
for normality." Edgar Schütz, APA, 06.09.2021

Specifications
HarperCollins
352 pages
Hardcover
September 2021
World Rights available
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Alexander Bartl

Waltzing in Times of Cholera – A Plague Changes the World
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Alexander Bartl is a senior creative copywriter for the news magazine FOCUS. Born in
Vienna in 1976, he not only obtained his International Baccalaureate there, but also
simultaneously trained as a dancer at the Viennese State Opera's ballet school, which gave
him an appreciation for classical music but not for the physical demands of the job. That's
why he then decided to study film, theater, and journalism in Mainz and Edinburgh. As a
journalist he has written for the Frankfurter Allgemeine, for the new Austrian magazine Profil,
and for ELLE, as well as for design and architecture magazines. Alexander Bartl lives and

writes in Berlin.
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About the book
She was the first female member of the Russian cabinet and later the
world's first accredited female diplomat. Why is it that today her name is
all but forgotten? Divorced and a single mother, Alexandra Kollontai
succeeded in improving labor law, legalizing abortion, liberalizing divorce
law, and was twice nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. She fought
hard and successfully for her convictions. These shifts would also,
according to Kollontai, have effects in regard to women's love lives. With
her new “sexual morality,” she shook the structures of patriarchy. Maria
Wiesner plucks this overlooked pioneer of thought from oblivion. Her life,
uncompromising and rooted in modern principles, is an inspiration to all
who see the goal of equal rights as far from achieved.

• From genteel daughter to implacable revolutionary – the revival of a
forgotton icon

• Uncompromising, courageous, revolutionary – the story of a political
pioneer and her successful fight for women's rights

Specifications
HarperCollins
96 pages
Massmarket Paperback
November 2022
World Rights available

Maria Wiesner grew up in Brandenburg, studied German, Italian, and Journalism at
university, completed internships in Dresden, Leipzig, Florence, and Reggio di Calabria.
Since 2016 she has worked as editor in the culture section of FAZ.NET.
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Maria Wiesner

A Radical Self-Determination.
Far Ahead of Her Time. What We Can Learn from Alexandra Kollontai
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About the book
Corona turned not only the world, but also our work life upside down. For
many of us, the commute to the office was from the bathroom to the
kitchen; our social life was limited to the family; important emails were
written when the kids were finally in bed. Working mothers were
especially hard-hit by the double burden. Sara Peschke is one of them.
In her book, she exposes the enthusiasm for working from home as an
exercise in self-delusion. Flexibility and freedom were the great
promises, but they gave way to constant stress and self-exploitation for
many. With her book, she probes a wound, because even after corona,
having a home office will be part of our lives.

• On the power of pauses – and why a chronically stressed society can't
function long- term

• A plea for regular working hours, protection of the private sphere, and
for policies that take women seriously

"A concise, informative, very readable text. A nuanced assessment of
today's modern world of work." ORF Ö1 Kontext 29.7.2022

Specifications
HarperCollins
160 pages
Paperback
April 2022
World Rights available

© Julius Dielen

SARA PESCHKE, born 1985, is an editor with the Süddeutsche
Zeitung supplement Magazin. Before that she worked for SPIEGEL and the NZZ. Her article
“How I Unlearned to Take Breaks in My Home Office” touched a nerve for countless people
during the depths of the corona lockdown. She lives with her husband and their two children
in Munich.
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Sara Peschke

How We Want to Work
“Are you still working or are you already working?” – The first book on the great
exhaustion that results from working in a home office.
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About the book
After a relationship crisis, Andrea has to make a decision: leave or stay?
Determined to find an answer, she leaves Berlin, her friends, and her
family behind and embarks on a trek along the fabled pilgrimage route
Saint James' Way.
Again and again, the inexperienced hiker confronts her physical limits.

The hoped-for epiphanies don't materialize, either. But Andrea keeps
walking and comes to recognize that more than anything else, it's the
encounters with other pilgrims that help her grow.
With every step through the spectacularly beautiful, at times challenging

landscape, she leaves the past further behind. She recognizes that
there's no going back to her old life, yet she finds it difficult to come to a
definite decision. Then she meets Benny. And things head in a
completely different direction...

• A new generation discovers the most venerable of all pilgrimage
routes

• Beautifully told – about life at a leisurely pace and the bumps in the
road of love

Specifications
HarperCollins
336 pages
Paperback
May 2022
World Rights available

© Marit Langschwager

ANDREA MARIE EISELE, born in 1986, lives in Hamburg, where she works as an editor
both for television and online. She studied media sciences (with emphases in political
communication and media impact) in Marburg and Berlin, and was afterwards a trainee in a
Hamburg television production. She was an editor for rbb [national broadcaster for the
German states of Berlin and Brandenburg],for the ZDF talkshow Markus Lanz, as well as for
the television chef Christian Fach. She is married to Benny, whom she met and fell in love
with on the Saint James' Way.
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Andrea Marie Eisele

Fortune's Path – My Journey on the Saint James' Way
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Between tradition and modernity - our life in the richest
country in the world

When Frida's husband gets an offer from his company to go to Qatar it
sounds tempting, but moving to the Middle East with two young children
and without a word of Arabic? Can that work?

The family dares and moves to Doha, a metropolis of a million contrasts
set between hyper-modern high-rise facades and camel stables, icy
climate-controlled shopping malls and souk stalls all under the blazing
sunshine. They learn to appreciate their new life and the planned two
years turn into almost four years.

Frida Benedikt describes the adventures of living as an expat and as a
woman in a completely different culture as she takes us into a country
set between Islamic tradition and incredible economic power. She opens
us up to a view of the people you meet in the shadows of date palms
and skyscrapers. More and more expats are living and working in the
Gulf States and interest in the region is growing as Qatar is the host
venue of the Football World Cup in 2022.

Specifications
HarperCollins
256 pages
Paperback
April 2021
World Rights available

©AePatt Journey/
Shutterstock

Frida Benedikt works as a copywriter for companies and content portals. In 2014, she
moved with her husband and two children from the Rhineland to Doha. In late 2017 they left
the country because of the Qatar blockade.
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Frida Benedikt

Friday is Sunday in Qatar
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For translation rights inquiries, please contact: 

Katharina Depken: Katharina.depken@harpercollins.de 
Tel.: +49 40 600 909 344 

 

For the following countries, please contact our exclusive agents: 

China  
HERCULES B&C Dev. GmbH 
Mr. Hongjun Cai: cai@hercules-book.de 
 
France 
Literary Agent Mrs. Stefanie Drews:  stefanie.drews@orange.fr 
 
Romania 
Literary Agent Ms. Marilena Iovu: marilena.iovu@literat.ro 
 
Spain, South America, Portugal and Brazil 
Ute Körner Literary Agency 
Mrs. Sandra Rodericks: sandra.rodericks@uklitag.com 

South Korea 
MOMO Agency 
Mrs. Geenie Han: geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr 

Turkey 

Libris Agency 

Mrs. Bengu Ayfer Gungor: bengu@librisagency.com 
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